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Skutt Potters’ Wheels
With classic styling, precise construction,
and elegant finish...

Kilns & WHeels

Skutt’s electric wheels are high quality
equipment for serious potters. Multiple
models at different power levels in two body
styles give you the choice of wheel for your
individual throwing style and needs.
The original built-in splash pan
design has a large work area ideal for
water buckets, tools, and trimmings. The
removable wheel head makes it easy to
clean. The wheel head is recessed so the
wheel body works as a splash pan.
The Prodigy’s removable splash pan
can be removed by twisting and lifting the
wheel head and removing the one-piece
splash pan. The Legend, Revolution and
Premier have full-sized 1-piece splash pans.

Classic • 1/3hp

Legend • 1/3hp

Why Skutt Wheels?
Because all electric motors, even motors
with the same horsepower rating, are not
the same! Skutt wheels use industrial
“continual duty” motors, designed to run
at full load without overheating for as long
as you want. Other wheels may use “peak
rated motors” intended to provide full power
without overheating only for short periods.
High torque at low speeds is important for
potters, but providing high torque at low
speeds generates more heat in the motor.
Heat is the greatest enemy of variable
speed motors, leading to worn parts and
eventual failure. The larger motors on Skutt
wheels have superior insulation and more
windings, which allow greater dissipation
of heat, plus integrated fans for additional
cooling, so they run cooler and last longer.

Wiziwig Clay Shield
Interlocking plastic panels wrap around the
splash pan of most pottery wheels to keep
most of the scraps, splats, and spatters in
the splash pan where it belongs, not on your
floors -- and everywhere else!
WWC...................................................$29.99

WWC

Prodigy
1/3hp

Built-In Splash Pan Models
This design offers a large work area ideal for a water bucket, tools, and lots of trimmings. The
removable wheel head makes it easy to clean up, and the wheel head is recessed into the
wheel body to work as an integrated splash pan.
		
Motor
Centers
Reverse?E?
Price
TSC...... Classic........................ 1/3 hp............150+ lbs................. Yes....................$1475.00
TSE...... Elite............................. 1/2 hp............150+ lbs................. Yes....................$1575.00
TSP...... Professional.................1 hp................400+ lbs................. Yes....................$1750.00

Removable Splash Pan Models
The only wheels with a removable splash pan designed in one piece. The molded splash pan
has more capacity than 2-piece splash pans, and the wheel stays cleaner and easier to use.
TSLW*.... Legend..................... 1/3 hp............ 150+ lbs................. Yes....................$1495.00
TSPW...... Premier.................... 1 hp................ 400+ lbs................. Yes....................$1775.00
TSPR....... Prodigy..................... 1/3 hp............ 150+ lbs................. No.....................$1125.00
TSR......... Revolution............... 1/2 hp............ 150+ lbs................. Yes....................$1600.00
TSSH...... Stephen Hill............. 1/2 hp............ 150+ lbs................. Yes....................$1850.00

Electric Wheel Options
TSLX.............Adjustable Leg Extensions..............................................................0$170.00
TSDE.............Drive Shaft Extension for built-in models only...............................00$68.00
TSSX.............SSX Drive Upgrade factory installed with purchase......................0$180.00
TSSK............SSX Drive Kit for upgrade after purchase......................................0$280.00

* SPECIAL ORDER ONLY
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